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Community-Engaged
Learning Project with
Nature London and the
London Environmental
Network
By: Angel Luo, Jane Rideout, and Jordan Tomkins

Our Mission
⊷ To learn more about the members of the
London Environmental Network
⊷ Identify any shared missions, goals, and
values within these organizations
⊷ Make suggestions for areas of focus
based on the current climate situation
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Main Themes:
⊷
⊷
⊷
⊷
⊷
⊷
⊷
⊷

Protection & Restoration of Nature
Transportation
Food Sustainability
Education & Outreach
Agriculture, Gardening & Horticulture
Sustainable Home & Community
Development
Social Advocacy
Nature Appreciation

While some organizations have multiple purposes, we
have categorized them based on their primary functions.
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Protection and Restoration of Nature
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Let’s start first with organizations that aim to preserve, enhance, and
reconstruct the natural environment.
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Overlaps: Protection and
Restoration
These organizations frequently overlap
in the protection of major rivers and
forests.
⊷
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To make their efforts more efficient:
⊶ Communicate, Collaborate, and
Combine initiatives.

Transportation
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These organizations’ primary purpose is to encourage and implement
more sustainable transportation methods.
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Overlaps: Transportation
Each of these organizations offers
something unique to the London
community.
While they do not overlap, they could all
benefit by promoting awareness of the
other organizations.
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Food Sustainability
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These organizations are working cooperatively to create sustainable
food systems in London by reducing food waste, improving food
security, and promoting healthy, local food options.
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Overlaps: Food Sustainability
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There is some overlap in this category of
Children’s Food Education
⊷ Growing Chefs and the London Food
Coalition offer children’s programming
⊶ Consider collaborating
⊷ The Middlesex London Food Policy
Council and the London Food Coalition
target food insecurity
⊶ These are important resources that
should not be reduced

Education & Outreach
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Education & Outreach
Organizations whose primary
purpose is educating the local
community about the
importance of the environment
and its benefits.
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Overlap: Education
and Outreach
All of these organizations target the
general public and youth age groups with
conservation and sustainability
information.
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To make the biggest impact:
⊷ Consider using a platform to share
new information amongst
organizations
⊷ Expand your demographic

Agriculture, Gardening
& Horticulture
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Agriculture, Gardening & Horticulture
Organizations whose primary
focus is on promoting and
improving agricultural and
horticultural practices.
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Overlaps: Agriculture,
Gardening & Horticulture
The Garden Club of London and the London
Middlesex Master Gardeners clubs provide
similar services to gardners.
By pooling your resources with one another, it
could mean more effective programs and
events.
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Sustainable Home & Community Development
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Sustainable Home
Development
Organizations that
support and inform
households on
sustainable practices.
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Overlaps: Sustainable
Development
There are no overlaps in this
category. Each organization
provides a unique and important
function.
Continue to run programs and
events to increase engagement
in the community.
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Social Advocacy

Social Advocacy
Organizations whose primary purpose
is to promote more sustainable
practices in all sectors and advocate
on behalf of the community to
governments and other organizations.
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Overlaps: Social Advocacy
It is essential to have as many people as
possible speaking up on behalf of the
environment.
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To make this category cohesive:
⊷ Promote other organizations events
⊷ Like, Share and Reply to online content
⊷ Share information about petitions, rallies,
or protests

Nature Appreciation
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Nature
Appreciation
Organizations
whose main focus is
on collectively
enjoying and
appreciating the
beauty of London.
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Overlaps: Nature Appreciation
There are no overlaps in this category. All
of these organizations provide beneficial
services to London’s public spaces and
walking trails.
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The number of London citizens in 2020! (Juha, 2020).

545, 441
Any positive improvements within the
London community can impact over
half a million people!
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Recommendations
These are our thoughts and ideas
for the future of the London
Environmental Network.

DISCLAIMER: We know these organizations
already work EXTREMELY hard for our
community! These recommendations are if
you are looking to expand your programs,
combine your efforts with other groups, or
refocus your mandate!
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Our Recommendations
London is at a high risk for extreme flooding with
incoming climate change patterns.
The LEN members should co-operate and focus
initiatives around flood prevention and protection.
This may include:
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Educating the public
Protecting/restoring areas that are at risk for
floods
Advocating for infrastructure that can withstand
floods

Recommendations Cont.
Southwestern Ontario is also at risk
for extreme heat waves in the
summer;
⊷ Should help educate the public
on the dangers of extreme heat
⊷ As well as ways to decrease the
impacts of these higher
temperatures
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Restoration to create
carbon sinks

This may
include:
New initiatives: City
bikes, electric cars, etc.
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Organizations
should work on:
connecting with Western
University and its affiliates in
Environmental Science to work
on projects and share
knowledge to combat climate
change.
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Organizations should work to
expand their networks by:
Making
programs
and events
With new
demographics affordable
for the
public.
Engaging
Creating
Offering
programs
and events
that target
different age
groups.
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accessible
spaces for
people with
disabilities.

Communication, Spreading Awareness
Collaboration
Promoting one another’s initiatives

Co-hosting an event

Understanding which areas are covered
by other organizations

Sharing information among
organizations
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Recommendations Cont.
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Focus

Educate

Consider

your energy
on educating
the public on
the
connection
between the
environment
and human
activity.

the community
on how their
activities impact
the climate,
which ultimately
impacts the
health of
individuals and
the community.

how climate
change will
increase vector
and
rodent-borne,
water-borne,
and foodborne
diseases, and
food and water
shortages.

The organizations with an * beside their name
are ones whose activity was considered
dormant. Don’t forget to check in with other
organizations to see if there’s any ways to
collaborate or help each other out!
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Consider:
Using social
media to spread
awareness (e.g.
Facebook,
Instagram,
Twitter)

03

01
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Planning
consistent
events that
encourage
community
participation
02

Having
clear dates
of operation
(e.g. only
summer
months)

Organizations to consider
adding to the LEN:
- Foodfun: takes food that
wouldn’t make it to the
grocery store because of
imperfections and delivers
it weekly to subscribers!
- The Root Cellar: A local
restaurant that uses only
local food!
- London Bicycle Café: A
local business that sells,
rents, and repairs bikes!

Thank you for this
collaboration
opportunity and we
hope you ﬁnd this
useful!
Stay safe and take care!
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